Marginal Structural Models (MSM) (Robins, 2000) are the most popular models for causal inference from time-series observational data. However, they have two main drawbacks: (a) they do not capture subject heterogeneity, and (b) they only consider fixed time intervals and do not scale gracefully with longer intervals. In this work, we propose a new family of MSMs to address these two concerns. We model the potential outcomes as a three-dimensional tensor of low rank, where the three dimensions correspond to the agents, time periods and the set of possible histories. Unlike the traditional MSM, we allow the dimensions of the tensor to increase with the number of agents and time periods. We set up a weighted tensor completion problem as our estimation procedure, and show that the solution to this problem converges to the true model in an appropriate sense. Then we show how to solve the estimation problem, providing conditions under which we can approximately and efficiently solve the estimation problem. Finally we propose an algorithm based on projected gradient descent, which is easy to implement, and evaluate its performance on a simulated dataset.
Introduction
One of the basic challenges in causal inference is to estimate a causal quantity from observational data. Often such datasets involve individuals who are subject to treatments over multiple time periods. The main goal is to estimate the effect of a treatment policy on the outcome. Consider a ride-sharing company, for example, which records several variables such as the number of trips, and trip origins and destinations, for each rider, and based on this information decides whether or not to provide monthly discounts. After running this experiment for several months, the company is interested to know whether providing discounts increases the number of trips taken. If the answer is yes, the company might also want to find a policy that would further increase the number of trips taken.
A second example comes from Acemoglu et al. (2014) , who consider a fundamental problem in political science: does democracy cause economic development, in relation to autocracy? The authors collect data from 184 countries over more than half a century. The outcome is GDP per capita and is measured every year. The variables recorded include whether the country was under democracy or autocracy, the population across different age brackets, and net financial inflow. The goal is to find out whether democracy increases GDP of the countries over the periods when the country was under democracy.
There are two fundamental differences between these examples: (1) In the first example, not all users who are provided a discount end up using it, whereas in the second example the political status of a country is determined by policy. (2) The ridesharing company is perfectly aware of all the factors that go into the treatment policy, since it uses an algorithm to determine whether or not to assign a pass based on the past history of a rider. On the other hand, factors that affect the decision about the political status of a country may not be present in any data (and those decisions are far from algorithmic). Despite these differences, the same kind of question is of interest: what is the effect of a treatment policy over the subjects who are assigned the treatment? This quantity is known as the average treatment effect over the treated (ATET). There are also additional challenges. The subjects in both cases, the riders or countries, are heterogeneous, i.e., the effect of the same treatment policy can be expected to differ across subjects. Second, the number of time periods over which the policy is applied can be quite large, with treatments varying across time-steps.
Marginal Structural Models (MSMs) (Robins, 2000) are widely used to estimate the causal quantity of interest when subjects receive treatments over multiple periods of time. However, MSMs have two main limitations: (a) they do not capture subject heterogeneity, and (b) they only consider fixed time intervals and do not scale gracefully with longer intervals. This latter limitation comes about because the number of parameters scales linearly with the length of the arXiv:1902.04646v2 [cs. LG] 14 Feb 2019 time interval, and with a fixed number of agents there is not enough data to estimate the parameters of the model.
In this work, we propose a new form of MSM to address these drawbacks. We assume that potential outcomes are generated from a three-dimensional tensor of low rank, where the dimensions correspond to the agents, time intervals, and set of possible histories. Intuitively, the rank of the tensor can be interpreted as a measure of the heterogeneity of the agents or the time periods. For example, if the rank is r, then each agent can be described as some combination of r underlying groups. We assume the rank of the tensor is low, but we allow the dimensions of the tensor to increase with the number of agents and time periods.
Contributions: In order to estimate the outcome model, we set up a weighted tensor completion problem, and show that the solution converges to the true model. Compared to Robins (2000) , we prove convergence for two cases -when the number of agents N is fixed and the length of the time interval T increases and when T is fixed and N increases. In particular, if the outcome at every time period depends only on the history of length k, then as long as k is bounded by logarithm of the increasing variable (be it N or T ), our method guarantees convergence. We solve the weighted tensor completion in two steps. First, we convert it to a weighted tensor approximation problem with an additive loss, where the loss goes to zero as either N or T increases. Then we turn to solving this weighted low-rank approximation problem, and provide conditions under which we can approximately solve the estimation problem in polynomial time. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first additive approximation algorithm for the noisy weighted tensor completion that runs in polynomial time under reasonable conditions. Finally, we propose an algorithm based on projected gradient descent, which is easy to implement, and show that on a simulated dataset, it performs better than MSM and matrix completion in estimating ATET.
Related Work
The fundamental problem of causal inference is that for each unit we observe only one of two possible outcomes-the outcome corresponding to the treatment but not the control. A standard approach is to use the Rubin-Neyman potential outcomes framework (Rubin, 1974) . For each unit and each intervention (0 or 1), there are two potential outcomes Y 0 and Y 1 , and we only observe one of these two outcomes. The traditional focus has been on estimating the average treatment effect (ATE), which measures the difference in average outcomes under treatment than without treatment. When the treatment policy is completely randomized, this quantity can be estimated by taking the average of the outcomes between the treatment and the control group. For observational data, this quantity can estimated through propensity score matching (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983) , which cleverly accounts for the covariates that predict treatment.
Traditionally, datasets have been too small to discover any heterogeneity in treatment effects. However, with everincreasing data and improvements in machine learning algorithms, several recent papers have devised algorithms to discover heterogeneous treatment effects. They often involve machine learning techniques such as Bayesian nonparametrics (Hill, 2011) , random forests (Wager & Athey, 2018; Athey & Imbens, 2016) , and deep learning (Shalit et al., 2016; Johansson et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2018) . Although we will be working with the potential outcomes framework, there has also been siginificant effort in using graphical models as a framework for causality (Pearl & Mackenzie, 2018) , including attention to heterogeneous effects (Shpitser & Pearl, 2012; Pearl, 2017) . However, we are not aware of work on combining these methods with the kinds of temporal settings studied here.
Epidemiologists and biostatisticians have also considered the problem of estimating the causal effect of a policy that applies treatments over multiple time periods. Robins (1986) proposed the marginal structural model (MSM), as a way to measure the causal effect of a time-varying treatment in the presence of time-varying confounders. Suppose, for example, that a policy applies a binary treatment over T time periods. MSM models each of the 2 T potential outcomes through a parametric model with parameter β. Robins (1986) further showed that the solution to a maximum weighted likelihood correctly estimates the quantity β. MSM has been adopted in various domains to estimate the causal effect in a longitudinal study, ranging from effect of different drugs on the mortality of HIV patients (Robins et al., 2000) to the effect of loneliness on depression ( VanderWeele et al., 2011) .
There have been very few attempts to generalize these models to capture important aspects such as heterogeneous effects, large numbers of time-periods, or to the case when the outcome depends on a short history instead of the full history of lenght T . This is because MSM was developed in the context of clinical trials, and most of these datasets are relatively small. Neugebauer et al. (2007) define a historyadjusted MSM, which considers potential outcomes dependent on a short history instead of the full history of length T . In particular, they propose a parametric model of the potential outcome conditioned on a history of treatments and covariates. Similar to Robins (1986) , they propose an estimator based on maximum weighted likelihood, but that fails to capture heterogeneous effects over the population.
The most closely related prior work is that of Athey et al. (2018) , who use matrix completion methods to estimate average treatment effects and other related causal quantities for the time-varying treatment setting. They model the potential outcomes using a matrix of low rank and provide an estimator. The rank of the underlying matrix captures different types of heterogeneous effects in the population. However, they do not consider the effect of past treatments on the outcomes. Rather, the potential outcome at each time step depends only on the current treatment. Boruvka et al. (2018) do consider time-varying treatments, but model treatment effect conditioned on a given history and under the same underlying policy; i.e., what would happen if treatment were switched form 1 to 0 at time t and then the policy is otherwise unchanged. Since they prefer not to directly model the environment, their method cannot be used to estimate the average treatment effect or other related quantities under a different policy.
In recent years, there have been several applications of tensor methods; e.g., for learning mixture models (Hsu & Kakade, 2013) and learning topic models (Anandkumar et al., 2012) , and so forth. Our main optimization problem is weighted tensor completion problem, which tries to estimate the missing entries of a tensor from the observed entries. Although several algorithms have been proposed for the problem of tensor completion (Barak & Moitra, 2016; Yuan & Zhang, 2016; Montanari & Sun, 2018) , the problem of weighted tensor completion is relatively unexplored. We convert the weighted tensor completion problem into a weighted tensor approximation problem. A special case of this problem, weighted matrix completion, is intractable in general. Srebro & Jaakkola (2003) developed an alternating minimization algorithm for this problem. Razenshteyn et al. (2016) developed a provably efficient algorithm for this problem using sketching techniques. Subsequently, Song et al. (2017) generalized their methods for the weighted tensor approximation problem.
Model
For t " 1, . . . , T , A i,t denotes the treatment assigned to subject i at time t, and X i,t denotes the observed covariate at time t. For t " 1, . . . , T , Y i,t denotes the observed outcome for unit i at time t and depends on the history of the treatments assigned to agent i at time t. We use the following notation for a sequence of treatments. A i,t 1 :t 2 denotes the sequence of treatments from t 1 to t 2 i.e. A i,t 1 , A i,t 1`1, . . . , A i,t 2 . A sequence of covariates, X i,t 1 :t 2 is defined analogously. We will use lowercase variables to denote particular realizations of the random variables, e.g., a i,t denotes a realization of A i,t , the random variable denoting treatment of agent i at time t. The same notation applies to co-variates, and outcomes.
The directed acyclic graph (Figure 1 ) represents the relationship among different variables. For each i and t,
Figure 1. A directed acyclic graph describing the model for agent i
A policy determines A i,t , i.e., the treatment to be assigned. In general, such a policy can be randomized and dynamic, such that the action A i,t depends on the history up to time t. In such a case, we will write Pr rA i,t " a i,t |a i,1:t´1 , x i,1:t´1 , y i,1:t´1 s for the probability assigned to the treatment a i,t given past treatment sequence of length t´1, a i,1:t´1 , the realization of the past co-variate sequence of length t´1, x i,1:t´1 , and the past outcome sequence of length t´1, y i,1:t´1 . 1 The covariate can also be dynamic, such that X i,t can depend on the entire history up to time t. To give a concrete example, Robins et al. (2000) consider a clinical trial setting with HIV patients where the outcomes are the health status and the decision to give a particular drug at a time depends on the patient's CD4 count at that time (the covariate). In full generality, the outcome at any time might also depend on the entire treatment history, but we make the following assumption about the outcome for any agent, say i. Assumption 1. The outcome at time t, Y i,t depends only on the past treatment history of length k, A i,t´k`1:t .
Outcome Model
Since the outcome at time t for agent i, Y i,t , may depend on the past treatment history of length k, there are 2 k potential outcomes for each agent i and each time t. This implies that there are NˆTˆ2 k potential outcomes out of which we observe only NˆT potential outcomes.
2 We now define the outcome model. There is a tensor T of dimension of NˆTˆ2 k , such that the outcome for subject i at time t is
where ξ i,t are iid Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Equation (1) says that the potential outcomes are indexed by the subject i, time period t, and the treatment history of length k, A i,t´k`1:t . The variable k controls the dependence of the outcome on past sequence of treatments. In general, k can be arbitrarily long. However, we need to assume that the k is bounded from above by the larger of N and T in order to estimate the potential outcomes. Otherwise, the number of missing outcomes grows at a rate larger than the number of observed outcomes, and we are unable to estimate all the missing outcomes. 
Sequentially Randomized Experiment
In this paper, we restrict our attention to the case when there is no unobserved confounders. These are variables that both affect the treament and the outcome, but are not recorded in the covariates. This assumption is true for the ride-sharing example, where the platform determines whether to give a rider a coupon or not based on the rider's history.However, not all variables that affect a country's GDP and political situation can be recorded, and this example has unobserved confounders.
We formalize this requirement of no unobserved confounders by time-varying generalizations of standard properties in the literature on causal inference, namely consistency (the observed outcome is the same as the potential outcome corresponding to the treatment applied), and ignorability (the treatment is independent of the potential outcomes conditioned on the covariate). Let A obs i,t denote the observed outcome, and A i,t p¨q denote the corresponding random variable dependent on the history. The same notation holds for the outcomes and the covariates. We define the following properties:
. .q is equal to the potential outcomes as follows. For every history h i,t " pa i,1:t , x i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 q, we have Y obs i,t " Y i,t ph i,t q " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q, X obs i,t`1 " X i,t`1 ph i,t q, and A obs i,t`1 " A i,t`1 ph i,t q. 2. Sequential Ignorability: For each t, the potential outcomes are independent of the treatment conditioned on the improved, positive results.
3 This seems reasonable in settings with time-varying treatments, e.g., the number of trips taken by a rider will depend on his coupons for the past couple of months, but not on whether she received coupons several years back. history at time t, i.e.,
3. Positivity: There exists a δ ą 0 such that for each a i,1:t´1 , x i,1:t´1 , y i,1:t´1 , we have δ ă Pr ra i,t |a i,1:t´1 , x i,1:t´1 , y i,1:t´1 s ă 1´δ
Consistency maps the observed outcomes to the potential outcomes. In particular, the outcome observed at time t, Y obs i,t is completely determined by the past treatment history of length k, i.e., there are no additional factors such as the subject's motivation that affects both the actual treatment assignment and the outcome. If the treatment at time t, A i,t is chosen based on the history up to time t, then sequential ignorability automatically holds (Boruvka et al., 2018) . On the other hand, in an observational study, we must assume there are no unmeasured confounders for sequential ignorability to hold. If the policy systematically violates positivity, then it might be that some units do not get a particular treatment at all, and it would be impossible to estimate the outcome model.
Quantities to Estimate
The literature on causal inference has proposed various quantities to estimate in a setting with time-varying treatments. In the introduction, we talked about the average treatment effect over the treated (ATET). For any given assignment ta i,t u i,t we define ATET to be the average effect of the treatment over the units that actually received the treatment under ta i,t u i,t . Formally,
According to the outcome model specified in (1), this becomes
and can be computed easily once we have an estimate of the tensor T. We can also generalize ATET by considering the effect of switching from one history h 1 to another history h 2 of length at most k:
and it is straightforward to write ATETph 1 , h 2 q using the outcome model specified in (1).
Marginal Structural Models
Our work builds on the marginal structural models, proposed by Robins et al. (2000) . At each time t, for every possible sequence of treatments a i,1:t , MSMs define the following model of the corresponding potential outcome.
E rY it pa i,1:t qs " gpa i,1:t , βq
Here g is the link function, usually chosen to be either a linear function or a logistic function.
The standard maximum likelihood based estimator of β will be biased. Robins (2000) showed that the parameter can be estimated in an unbiased way through an inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW) approach. Suppose the observed data is given as ta i,t , x i,t , y i,t u i,t . Then consider the following weight for each agent i and each time period t:
Pr ra i,s |a i,1:s´1 s Pr ra i,s |a i,1:s´1 , x i,1:s´1 , y i,1:s´1 s
The denominator of each term is the probability of the corresponding treatment given the history up to that point. The numerator of each term is the marginal probability of the corresponding treatment conditioned only on the past sequence of treatments and is used to stabilize the weights. Now if we compute a maximum likelihood estimator where the observation of subject i at time t is weighted by sw it , then β can be identified. If we know the policy, we can directly compute the marginal probabilities and get the weights. When the policy is unknown the probabilities are estimated from the data and substituted to compute the weights.
Estimation
The goal is to design an unbiased and consistent estimator p T of the NˆTˆ2 k tensor T. We will assume that the tensor T has low rank. T has rank r if there exist vectors tu i u
and r is the smallest integer such that T can be written in this form. Here u i b v i b w i denotes the outer-product of the three vectors u i , v i , and w i with entries
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the tensor T is written in the following form, where each of the vectors u i , v i , and w i are normalized.
We use λ i pTq " λ i to denote the i-th singular value of T. For p " 1, . . . , B, let O p be the set of observations that lead to the realization of history corresponding to the p-th slice. Formally, O p " tpi, tq : A i,t´k`1:t " pu. Then we propose to solve the following optimization problem:
The weights w i,t are defined as:
Pr ra i,s |a i,t´2k`1:s´1 s Pr ra i,s |a i,t´2k`1:s´1 , y i,t´2k`1:s´1 s .
For each term, the denominator denotes the probability of the treatment given the history from time t´2k`1 to that time. The numerator can be any marginal probability not involving the outcome variables. But, why are we interested in the optimization problem eq. (13)? The objective function is the weighted log-likelihood given tensor T, and we prove next that if we could solve this problem exactly, the corresponding estimator will be consistent. We make some additional assumptions:
1. Bounded Singular Value : For each N and T , each of the r singular values of TN ,T are bounded, i.e.
such that for all t 1 ą t`3k, we have
q´γ˘.
(8) for functions f and g of the following form :
The first assumption implies that each entry of the tensor is bounded between´L and L. The second assumption implies that the treatments chosen at two time periods that are far apart, are almost independent.
Consistency
For any N and T , we assume that the data is generated from an underlying tensor TN ,T . We will also write p T N,T to denote the solution to eq. (13). Consider the weighted log-likelihood function:
The estimate p T N,T maximizes L N,T pT N,T q over all possible choices of T N,T . Our goal is to show that with high probability, p T N,T´TN ,T 2 { ? N T converges to zero as N and T increases. We normalize the difference in norm by both N and T . This is necessary, as with increasing N and T the number of parameters we are estimating also grows.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose TN ,T exists for all N and T . Then
• If Assumption 15 holds, and k ď maxtO plog 4 pT { log T, O´log 2p1´δq{δ T¯u,
The full proof is given in the appendix. Here we sketch the main challenges. The proof follows the ideas presented in Newey & McFadden (1994) , but there are some subtle differences. Unlike the traditional maximum likelihood estimation, we are not estimating a fixed parameter. As either N or T increases, we are estimating a sequence of tensors increasing in either N or T . This is why we prove that the normalized distance between TN ,T andT N,T goes to zero, instead of the actual L2 distance. There are two more challenges in the proof. First the parameter space Θ N,T " tT P R NˆTˆ2 k : rankpTq ď ru need not be a closed set, as we can have a sequence of rank r tensors converging to a rank r`1 tensor. However, the concavity of the log-likelihood function in T helps us to circumvent this problem. Second, the standard way to prove the consistency of the maximum likelihood estimation is to consider a neighborhood around the true parameter, say B. Then there will be a gap of ε between the maximum over B and the maximum outside of B, and for large number of samples the gap between the objective value of the true parameter and the estimate will be less than ε, and the estimate will be inside the neighborhood B. However, in our case, the gap ε is also changing with N and T as the entire parameter space is changing, and it might be possible that this gap goes to zero with increasing N and T . However, we can provide a lower bound on the gap in terms of the radius of the neighborhood and the parameters N and T , and this helps to complete the proof.
Solving Tensor Completion
In this section, we focus on solving the weighted tensor completion to estimate the underlying tensor TN ,T . We proceed in two steps. First, we convert the weighted tensor completion problem to a weighted tensor approximation problem with an additive error that goes zero as either the number of units N or the number of time intervals T increases to infinity. Thenwe provide a p1`εq-approximation to the weighted tensor approximation problem under reasonable assumptions on the policy generating the treatment assignment. A combination of these two steps gives us an approximate solution to the original objective function defined in eq. (13).
Recall that O p refers to all observations for which we observe the counterfactual outcome corresponding to the p-th slice, i.e., O p " tpi, tq : A i,t´k`1:t " pu. Consider the objective function defined in (13):
Since we are optimizing over the tensor T, we can drop the first term above, and consider the following objective:
The main idea to convert this objective into a tensor approximation problem is to replace the second term by its population variant and the define a weight tensor so that the first sum is defined over all the entries in T. Let Pr rpi, tq P O p s be the marginal probability that the underlying policy selects slice p for agent i at time t. The supplementary material proves that the expected value of the second term is
, a weighted norm of T. So we replace the second term above by its corresponding population variant,
Let us define the following tensor:
and the "weight" tensor, W pi, t, pq " a Pr rpi, tq P O p s. This leads to the following form of objective (10):
Finally, we add additional terms involving the tensor Y w to make the objective function (11) a square:
This leads us to the following tensor approximation problem, instead of the tensor completion problem in (13):
Objective (14) computes a weighted low rank approximation of Y w . Let q T N,T be the solution to (14). We first show that this estimator approximately optimizes the original objective (13). Let OPT be the optimal value of (13).
Lemma 3.2.
• If k ď O´log p1´δq{δ N¯, then
• If k ď O´log p1´δq{δ T¯and assumption 15 holds, then
When N is fixed and T is inreasing, the additive error holds with probabily 1´O´l og T ? T¯i nstead of probability 1é xp p´T q. This is because we do not have independence in the treatments for different values of t for a given subject i. However, Assumption 15 helps us to bound the variance of the estimated norm of the tensor and thereby bound the probability of failure by O`log T { ? T˘.
Solving Low-Rank Tensor Approximation
Now we focus on solving problem (14). Although weighted low-rank approximation of a tensor is in general intractable, we provide two methods to solve this problem. The first method provides a p1`εq-multiplicative approximation using techniques derived by (Song et al., 2017) . However, the algorithm can be hard to implement and can be slow depending on the choice of different parameters. We develop a second method based on projected gradient descent, which is easy to implement and use this method in simulation.
5 For a tensor T, let T The authors consider the case when the weight tensor W has s distinct faces in two dimensions (e.g. s distinct rows, and columns). Then their algorithm runs in time nnz pAq`nnz pW q`n2Õ ps 2 r 2 {εq time, where nnz pAq is the number of nonzero entries in A. The algorithm works by choosing a sketching matrix for each of the three unfoldings of the tensor. The sketching matrices project the rows, columns, and tubes of the tensor to a low-dimensional space. This allows to convert the tensor apporximation problem to a polynomial system verification problem in a low-dimensional space.
We want to find a rank r approximation of tensor Y w P R NˆTˆ2 k . There are two challenges. First, the algorithm proposed in Song et al. (2017) works with tensors whose dimensions across the three axes are the same. However, the algorithm can be easily generalized so that it works for tensors of arbitrary dimensions by choosing the sketching matrices to be of appropriate dimensions. Second, we want to enforce an additional constraint that the singular values are bounded between´L and L. This can be handled by introducing r additional constraints in the polynomial system verifier of the algorithm in Song et al. (2017) . The full algorithm and an anlysis of its running time is given in the supplementary material.
Recall that we want to compute a low-rank approximation of the tensor Y w P R • If k ď O´log p1´δq{δ N¯, then
N 5{4¯w ith probability at least 4{5.
T 9{8¯w ith probability at least 4{5.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . Average absolute error in estimating ATET through weighted tensor approximation (Algorithm 1), with true tensor model generated with rank r " 6 and temporal dimension k " 5, and two different policies (simple and dynamic). Error bars show standard errors from repeating each simulation 20 times. (a) For assumed rank r " 6, performance improves as the assumed length of relevant history k increases, as the model captures more of the relevant temporal dynamics. The matrix completion method (k " 1) performs poorly for both the policies. (b) For assumed history length k, there is no specific pattern in performance as the assumed tensor rank r varies (we think because other values of r can also provide good fit the underlying tensor, and because of a relatively small data size for the experiment). However, for all choices of r, the performance is much better than traditional MSM, which has an error of 1.56 (resp. 1.18) for simple (resp. dynamic) policy.
DISTINCT FACES OF THE WEIGHT MATRIX
Recall that we need the weight matrix W to have s distinct faces in twp dimensions, where the weight matrix W is defined as W pi, t, pq " a Pr rpi, tq P O p s. If the underlying policy satisfies the following two assumptions, then the matrix W has s distinct faces along the two dimensions.
1. There are s groups of subjects such that the policy treats all the subjects in a group identically.
2. There are s groups of time periods such that for any two time t and t 1 belonging to the same group we have the same marginal probabilities across all the subjects (Pr rpi, tq P O p s " Pr rpi, t 1 q P O p s @i, p).
These two assumptions together imply that W has s distinct faces in two dimensions, and allows an efficient p1`εq-multiplicative approximation of problem 14.
PROJECTED GRADIENT DESCENT
We now provide a simple algorithm for the weighted tensor approximation problem (14) based on projected gradient descent. Algorithm 1 repeatedly applies two steps. Line 5 computes a gradient step to compute the new tensor T u . However, the tensor T u might not be of rank r, so line 6 computes a projection of tensor T u into the space of tensors of rank r. As the projection step is a standard rank r approximation of a tensor, we use the parafac method from the TensorLy package (Kossaifi et al., 2018) for this step. 
T Ð ProjectpT u , rq
6:
if Relative Change in Loss ď ε then 7:
return T
8:
end if 9: end for 10: return T
SIMULATION
We now evaluate the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 through a simulation. We pick N " 50 agents, T " 50 time periods and k " 5. We first fix a tensor T P R Having fixed this tensor, we generate the data i.e. the treatment assignment tA i,t u i,t and the outcome tY i,t u i,t according to two policies.
1. Simple: The treatment at every period is either 0 or 1 with equal probability.
Dynamic:
The policy counts the number of ones in the previous three rounds. If the count is zero then A i,t is 1 with probability 0.75. If it is one or two then A i,t is 1 with probability 0.5. Otherwise, A i,t is 1 with probability 0.25.
Since algorithm 1 is oblivious of the parameters r and k, we aim to determine how sensitive it is to the choice of the assumed rank parameter r and the assumed length of the history k. Figure 2 plots the estimation error for various choices of these assumed r and k values for the two types of policies. Note that when k " 1, our algorithm is basically weighted matrix completion. Finally, we fit traditional MSM (Robins, 2000) at every time period. Since the outcome distribution is normal, we use a linear function as the link function, i.e., gpa i,1:t , βq " ř t 1 a i,t 1 β t 1 in eq. 4. The average absolute error in estimating ATET turns out to be 1.56 (resp. 1.18) for the simple (resp. dynamic) policy. Algorithm 1, on the other hand, gives much better performance and has an error of 0.21 (resp. 0.38) for the simple (resp. dynamic) policy.
Conclusion
In this work, we introduced a new form of marginal structural models. We used tensors to model the potential outcomes for time-varying treatments and showed how to efficiently estimate the parameters of the model. There are several directions for future work inlcuding handling of time-varying unobserved confounders, and developing a doubly robust estimator which works when either the outcome model or the treatment model is correctly specified.
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Democracy 
A. Recap
Recall that our main estimation problem is the following :
But, we converted the tensor completion problem into the following low-rank tensor approximation problem.
We will often use B " 2 k to denote the third dimension of the tensor.
We will use four tensors throughout the proofs -(a) TN ,T denotes the true underlying tensor, (b) p T N,T denotes the solution of objective 13, (c) q T N,T denotes the solution of objective 14, and (d) r T N,T denotes the tensor which provides p1`εq-multiplicative approximationto the problem 14.
Finally, we recall two assumptions from the main paper :
1. Bounded Singular Value : The maximum entry of the underlying tensor is bounded, i.e., for each N and T , TN ,T ‹ "
2. Decaying Covariance : There exists a constant γ ě 1, such that for all t 1 ą t`3k
for any function f and g of the following form : hpA i,1:t q " ś t j"1 h j pA i,j q where h j pA i,j q is either A i,j or 1´A i,j .
B. p1`εq-approximation algorithm
In this section, we provide the details of the p1`εq-approximation algorithm for weighted tensor approximation. We will write B to denote 2 k . As input, we are given a tensor T P R NˆTˆB , a weight tensor W P R NˆTˆB and our goal is to provide approximately solve min
. We are guaranteed that W has s distinct rows and s distinct columns. This also guarantees that the number of distinct tubes of s is at most S " 2 Ops log sq .
Algorithm 2 closely follows algorithm G.4 in (Song et al., 2017) with modifications to handle asymmetric tensors and additional constraint on the bound for the largest singular value. It chooses three sketching matrices of appropriate dimension to solve the original low-rank approximation problem in a low-dimensional space. The main idea is that the entries of U 1 can be repersented with as polynomials of the variables for i " 1 to s (line 10). This is possible because the weight matrix has s distinct rows and columns, which implies that it's flatenning along the rows has s distinct faces. The same thing holds forÛ 2 . However, this need not be true forÛ 3 , so they are represented through S distinct denominators (line 16). With this setup (Song et al., 2017) shows that the number of variables in the polynomial system verifier is O`r 2 s{εȃ nd the number of constraints is 2s`S. In line 18, we add additional r constraints. So the total number of constraints is 2s`r`2
Ops log sq and the total number of variables is O`r 2 s{ε˘. Moreover, the degree of the new constraints in line 18 is at most polypr, s, Sq. A polynomial system can be verified in time p# max degree of any polynomialq # number of variables . In our case, this takes timé polypr, sqpoly´2 s j Ð O pr{εq 5: end for 6: Choose three sketching matrices S 1 P R T Bˆs1 , S 2 P R N Bˆs2 , and S 3 P R N Tˆs3
7: for j " 1 to 2 Ź Omitting the third dimension do 8:
for i " 1 to s do 9:
Create rˆs j variables for matrix P i,j P R rˆsj 10:
end for 12: end for 13: for i " 1 to S Ź Representing the third dimension do • If assumption 15 holds and k ď maxtO plog 4 pT { log T, O´log 2p1´δq{δ T¯u,
Proof. The weighted log-likelihood function with respect to a tensor T N,T is given as :
First we compute the expected value of the weighted log-likelihood with respect to the policy P (i.e. the random variables
i"1 and the true underlying tensor TN ,T . We write N ,T pT N,T q to denote this quantity as it only depends on the tensor T N,T .
E Ai,1:t,Yi,1:t,Xi,1:t rw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T ss
The last line follows from lemma C.2. We want to show that p T N,T´TN ,T becomes small as either N or T increases. Our proof is based on the proof of the consistency of the maximum likelihood given in (Newey & McFadden, 1994) . We write Θ N,T to denote the parameter space tT P R TˆNˆB : rankpTq ď r, T 8 ď Lu. Θ N,T is bounded but need not be closed because of issues with border tensor. It is known that there might exist a sequence of rank r tensors whose limit is a rank r`1 tensor (Bini, 1986) . However, we can exploit the concavity of the log-likelihood function to overcome this problem. 
This first line uses the concavity of L N,T p¨q (lemma C.8). This proves thatT N,T is actually the maximizer of L N,T p¨q over the entire parameter space Θ N,T . Moreover, any other maximizerT N,T of L N,T p¨q must be inside B. Otherwise, supposê
The first and the third inequality uses lemma C.4 and the second inequality uses lemma C.13. Therefore, with probability at least 1´O`1{p4 k d 2 δN p q˘all the maximizers of L N,T p¨q must be inside the ball B. This proves that for any d we can choose N large enough such that with high probability 1´1{polypN q the maximizer of L N,T p¨q lies within a d neighborhood of TN ,T . This proves the consistency of the estimate when N increases to inifinity. The proof of consistency when the number of time periords T increases to infinity is similar. Lemma C.2. E Vi,1:t,Yi,t rw i,t log Pr rY i,t |Tss " 2 k ÿ a i,t´k`1:t Pr ra i,t´k`1:t s ż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
Proof.
E Vi,1:t,Yi,t rw i,t log Pr rY i,t |Tss
Pr ra i,1:t , x i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 s w i,t pa i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 qż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 s w i,t pa i,t´2k`1:t , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 qż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
The last step marginalizes out the history from time 1 to time t´2k and the covariates from time t´2k`1 to t.
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 s ś t s"t´k`1 Pr ra i,s |a i,t´2k`1:s´1 s Pr ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 sż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t´k , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 s Pr ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k sż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
Proof. Fix i, t and a i,t´k`1:t . Then conditioned on TN ,T , Y i,t is distributed according to a normal distribution with mean TN ,T pi, t, a i,t´k`1:t q (" µ˚say) and variance 1. And conditioned on T N,T , Y i,t is distributed according to a normal distribution with mean T N,T pi, t, a i,t´k`1:t q (" µ say) and variance 1. Now consider the following term :
This proves that
Since the above holds for any i, t and a i,t´k`1:t the claim follows from the expression of
2. If assumption 15 holds and k ď maxtO plog 4 T´log 4 log T q , O´log 2p1´δq{δ T¯u, Pr r|L N,T pT N,T q´ ˚p T N,T q| ą εs Ñ 0 as T Ñ 8.
Proof
.
Var pw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T sq`2
E rw i,t w i,t 1 log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T ss2
Now we bound each term in the summation. Fix any a i,t´k`1:t " p. This fixes the distribution of Y i,t . Then we have,
Since both TN ,T pi, t, pq and T N,T pi, t, pq are bounded by L, there exists a constant L 1 such that
This gives the following bound.
We use lemma C.5 for a and the derivation of equation b is similar to lemma C.2.
We now consider the remaining terms. There are two cases.
Case 1 : Suppose t ă t 1 ă" t`2k.
By an argument same as before, for any realization of a i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 we can bound E Y i,t 1 r|log Pr rY i,t 1 s|s by a constant, say L 2 . This gives us the following bound.
Case 2 : Suppose t 1 ą t`2k. We can bound the corresponding covariance term by L
2´2
p1´δq δ¯k by an argument same as before. This gives us the following bound :
or some 0 ă p ă 1 as long as k " O´log 2p1´δq{δ N¯. This gives us the first result.
Now suppose assumption 15 holds. Then, lemma C.12 gives us a bound of O`4 k pt 1´t q´γ˘for some constant γ ą 0. This gives us the following bound :
Pr rA i,s |A i,t´2k`1:s´1 s Pr rA i,s |A i,t´2k`1:s´1 , Y i,t´2k`1:s´1 s
Recall that the given policy satisfies positivity with constant δ i.e. for each a i,1:t´1 , x i,1:t´1 , y i,1:t´1 , we have δ ă Pr ra i,t |a i,1:t´1 , x i,1:t´1 , y i,1:t´1 s ă 1´δ Positivity implies that Pr rA i,s |A i,t´2k`1:s´1 s " Pr rA i,s |A i,1:s´1 , X i,1:s´1 , Y i,1:s´1 s Pr rA i,1:t´2k , X i,1:s´1 , Y i,1:s´1 s ď 1´δ. Now consider the term in the denominator.
Pr rx i,t´2k`1:s´1 |A i,t´2k`1:s´1 , Y i,t´2k`1:s´1 s " δ These two results imply that each term in the product of w i,t is bounded by p1´δq{δ and we get the desired bound on w i,t .
Lemma C.6. Let Spi, tq be the random variable denoting the slice chosen by the policy for user i at time t. If assumption 15 holds, then cov`w i,t T 2 pi, t, Spi, tqq, w i,
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of lemma C.8 and is omitted.
Lemma C.7.
N ,T pTq is concave in T.
Proof. From equation 16 we get
Pr ra i,t´k`1:t s ż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts Pr "
Now fix any value of a i,t´k`1:t . Then log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|Ts is concave in T. Then ż log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|λT 1`p 1´λqT 2 s Pr "
This proves that the function inside the integral is concave. Since N ,T pTq is just a non-negative weighted sum of such functions, it is also concave.
Each term inside the summation i.e.´pY i,t´TN,T pi, t, pqq 2 is a concave function. The likelihood function is a non-negative weighted sum of concave functions and is also concave.
Proof. Let Spi, tq be the random variable denoting the slice selected by the policy for subject i at time t. From the linearity of expectation, we have Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t , x i,t´2k`1:t , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 sP r ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k s Pr ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k , x i,t´2k`1:t , y t´2k`1:t´1 s T 2 pi, t, spi, tqq
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t´k , x i,t´2k`1:t , y i,t´2k`1:t´1 s Pr ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k s T 2 pi, t, spi, tqq
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t´k s Pr ra i,t´k`1:t |a i,t´2k`1:t´k s T 2 pi, t, spi, tqq
Pr ra i,t´2k`1:t s T 2 pi, t, spi, tqq
Pr rSpi, tq " ps T 2 pi, t, pq Lemma C.10.
roof. Suppose Spi, tq be the slice selected by the policy for agent i at time t. Then we have
. Now we apply the Hoeffding inequality considering the random variables
as independent random variables and get the following bound.
. Now we apply the Chebyshev inequality considering the random variables
emma C.12. Suppose t 1 ą t`2k and assumption 15 holds. Then the following is true.
|cov pw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s , w i,t 1 log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T sq| ď O`4 k pt 1´t q´γP roof. Let us write H i,1:t " pa i,1:t , x i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 q to denote the history upto time t excluding the outcome at time t.
|cov pw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s , w i,t 1 log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T sq| " |E rw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s w i,t 1 log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T ss´E rw i,t log Pr rY i,t |T N,T ss E rw i,t 1 log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T ss| " |E rw i,t w i,t 1 |log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s| |log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T s|s´E rw i,t |log Pr rY i,t |T N,T s|s E rw i,t 1 |log Pr rY i,t 1 |T N,T s|s| "ˇˇˇˇˇˇÿ Pr rã i,t`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t`1:t 1´1s w i,t 1 pã i,t`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t`1:t 1´1qˇlog Pr
Pr ra i,1:t , y 1:t´1 s w i,t pa i,1:t , y 1:t´1 q |log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|T N,T s| Pr "
pPr rã i,t`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t`1:t 1´1 |a i,1:t , y 1:t s´Pr rã i,t`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t`1:t 1´1 sq w i,t 1 pã i,t`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t`1:t 1´1qˇl
og Pr
ow we marginalize the history from time t`1 to t 1´2 k from the last summation and integration. This gives us the following bound on the covariance :ˇˇˇˇÿ ai,1:t ż yi,1:t Pr ra i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 s w i,t pa i,1:t , y i,1:t´1 q |log Pr rY i,t " Y i,t pa i,t´k`1:t q|T N,T s| Pr "
We now consider the following term :
pPr rã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1|a i,1:t , y 1:t s´Pr rã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1sq w i,t 1 pã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1qˇl
pPr rã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1|a i,1:t , y 1:t s´Pr rã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1 ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1sq
Pr rã i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 |ã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´k s Pr rã i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 |ã i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´k ,ỹ i,t 1´2 k`1:t 1´1sˆˇl og Pr
Using assumption 15 we can bound the difference pPr rã i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 , |a i,1:t s´Pr rã i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 sq by cpt 1´t q´γ for some constant c ą 0. This follows from the following observations:
• f pA i,1:t q " ś j f j pA i,j q where f j pA i,j q " A i,j if a i,j " 1 and f j pA i,j q " 1´A i,j otherwise. We choose gpA i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 q analogously.
• With these choices of f and g we have covpf pA i,1:t q, A i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 q " Pr ra i,1:t , a i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 sṔ r ra i,1:t s Pr ra i,t 1´k`1 :t 1 s and E rf pA i,1:t s " Pr ra i,1:t s.
This gives us the following bound on the previous term. Theorem C.14. Suppose T N,T 8 ď L.
• If k ď O´log p1´δq{δ N¯, then 1 N T ř B p"1 ř pi,tqPOp w i,t´Yi,t´p T N,T pi, t, pq¯2 ď OPT`O´L 2 N 5{4¯w ith probability at least 1´exp`´N 1{4˘.
• If assumption 15 holds, then then Proof. Lemma C.10 proves that Pr w i,t´Yi,t´r T N,T pi, t, pq¯2 ď p1`εqOPT`4 ε 1 N T Now substituting k " 1{8 log p1´δq{δ N and ε 1 " O´L 2 N 1{4¯a nd for N large enough we get the first result. Now suppose N is fixed. If assumption 15 holds, then using lemma C.11 we get with probability at least 1´OˆL 4 p w i,t´Yi,t´p T N,T pi, t, pq¯2 ď p1`εqOPT`4 ε N T If we substitute k " 1{8 log p1´δq{δ T and ε 1 " O´L 2 T 1{8¯a nd for T large enough, we get the second result.
